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All toys are not designed and created equal. At Indigo Jamm we make sure we produce the best wooden toys available 

on the market today. We design all our toys ourselves and ensure that they are safe, fun and produced to the 

highest standards. We personally check each and every production and will not let of our toys leave the factory 

that have not passed our stringent quality and safety control checks.

All of our toys are tested to comply with the latest EN-71 & ASTM Toy Safety Directives. They are made at ethically run factories using
sustainable materials including rubberwood, birch plywood and beech making our toys high quality, durable and safe. 

Our products are P2 compliant with the California Formaldehyde emission standards as required under CARB requirement 93120.2(A).
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A wooden ride-on London Bus 
with removable seat for storage 
access. Multi directional for great 
indoor fun. 
We recommend the child is walking 
confidently before use.

Pre-Assembled
L40.5cm x H32cm x D20cm

BERNIE’S RIDE ON BUS
AIJ079
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NEW



AIJ091

A retro camper van walker 
with chunky wheels and surf-
board handle. Complete with 
14 shaped, solid rubberwood 
blocks and a shape sorter.
Semi-Assembled 
L39cm x H47cm x D25cm
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A pretty alternative to our pink 
scooter. Multi directional casters 
give free flowing movement in all 
directions for great indoor fun.
We recommend the child is walking 
confidently before use.

Adult assembly required. 
L45cm x H40cm x D30cm

A classic Red retro style scoot. 
We recommend the child is walking 
confidently before use.
*Right Start, Junior magazine and
Practical Pre School toy award winner.
Adult assembly required. 
L45cm x H40cm x D30cm

AIJ073

AIJ076
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JAMM SCOOT HEARTS

JAMM SCOOT RACING RED



AIJ078

AIJ075

Retro style wooden ride-on toy.
Multi directional casters for great 
indoor fun.
We recommend the child is 
walking confidently before use.  
Adult assembly required. 
L45cm x H40cm x D30cm

A stylish Aqua Scoot with chequered
repeat pattern to sides. Multi directional 
casters give free flowing movement in 
all directions for great indoor fun.  
Adult assembly required. 
L45cm x H40cm x D30cm
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IIJ8082

IIJ8083

Pre-Assembled 
L32cm x H17cm x D10cm

Wooden toy push along 
digger with removable 
driver, movable scoop 
and front bucket loader. 

Pre-Assembled 
L26cm x H11.5cm x D10cm

Wooden toy push along 
truck with removable driver.
With tipping and opening 
rear section. 09



IIJ8052

Wooden toy push along recycling 
truck with removable driver and 
refuse collector. Sort the 6 recycling 
pieces into the tipping and opening 
rear section.   
Pre-Assembled 
L27cm x H13cm x D10cm

 

RECYCLING RONNIE
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NEW
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Wooden toy push along car 
transporter with removable 
driver. Carrying 2 wooden 
sports cars and their drivers.
Pre-Assembled 
L31cm x H15cm x D11cm
CARS: 9.5cm x 5cm x 6cm

 

Classic push along, open 
top, sports car with two 
removable peg people. 
Pre-Assembled
L20cm x H10cm x D10cm

IIJ8053

IIJ8042
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TOURING TAYLOR TRANSPORTER

CHARLIE’S CAR

NEW



IIJ8044

IIJ8041

Classic push along wooden toy 
racing car. With removable driver. 
Pre-Assembled
L20cm x H8cm x D10cm

RACING ROBBIE

ROCKY RACER
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Classic push along wooden toy 
racing car. With removable driver. 
Pre-Assembled
L20cm x H8cm x D10cm

NEW



IIJ8032

A camper van, with wooden mum, 
dad, two children  & dog. With 
removable roof, match the people 
to their matching colour seats.
Pre-Assembled
L25cm x H13cm x D9.5cm

ROCKY RACER

CASEY CAMPER VAN
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NEW



IIJ8051

Wooden toy fire engine 
with four peg fire-service 
people. Front and middle 
rooves lift off for easy 
access. Peg people can ride 
inside or climb the ladder.
*Right Start toy award winner.
 

Pre-Assembled
L28cm x H11cm x D17cm

IIJ8012

A traditional style American 
school bus. Match the wooden 
peg passengers by colour or 
number to their seats.

BENJI SCHOOL BUS
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Pre-Assembled
L27cm x H10cm x D12cm



A traditional style American 
school bus. Match the wooden 
peg passengers by colour or 
number to their seats.

IIJ8031

A camper van, with wooden 
toy people mum, dad, two 
children  & dog. With removable 
roof for easy access, match 
the people to their matching 
colour seats.
Pre-Assembled
L25cm x H13cm x D9.5cm

BENJI SCHOOL BUS
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A single seat wooden plane. 
With peg pilot and a propeller 
that can be spun.
Pre-Assembled 
L18cm x H11cm x D18.5cm

IIJ8091

A four seat wooden plane with a pilot, 
3 passengers and a lift off roof for easy 
play access. Propellers that can be 
spun and removable luggage.
Pre-Assembled 
L25m x H11cm x D26cm

IIJ8092
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FLYING FELIX NEW



IIJ8062

Wooden toy UFO with 
movable rotating saucer.
Complete with two colourful 
wooden aliens.

Pre-Assembled
W20cm x H12cm x D20cm

 
Includes five pairs of colourful 
wooden animals and Mr and 
Mrs Noah. With ‘swimming’ fish 
on one side and an opening door 
on the other.
Pre-Assembled 
L28cm x H23cm x D14cm 

CIJ2051

NOAH’S WOODEN ARK
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Wooden toy rocket with 
movable rocket flames.
Complete with two colourful 
removable wooden 
spacemen.

Wooden carriage, horse, prince, 
princess and treasure chest. With 
removable roof for easy access, 
Horse can be ridden by the 
prince or princess.
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Pre-Assembled
L32cm x H12cm x D11cm

IIJ8061
ROCKET RICKY 

CIJ2071

PRINCESS POLLY’S CARRIAGE NEW

Pre-Assembled
W20cm x H10cm x D16cm
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CIJ2061

Classic wooden pirate ship 
with three wooden pirates. 
Includes a treasure chest, a 
crocodile and a canon.

Semi-Assembled
L43cm x H34cm x D15cm

JOLLY JACKS PIRATE SHIP
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IIJ8043

Wooden toy motorbike push 
along. With removable rider.
Pre-Assembled
L15.5cm x H10cm x D5.5cm 

Farmer’s tractor with 
detachable trailer. With 
five wooden farm animals 
and removable farmer.
All animals will fit in the 
trailer. 

Pre-Assembled 
L34cm x H12.5cm x D12.5cm

IIJ8081
TRACTOR TIM
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Pre-Assembled 
L34cm x H12.5cm x D12.5cm

CIJ2022

A wooden dolls house with 
attractive painted detailing. 
Includes a thirteen piece 
furniture set and two wooden 
people.
Pre-Assembled
L39cm x H41cm x D23cm

TRACTOR TIM
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FIJ5033 
Wooden people accessory
set of various characters
as pictured. Compatible with
all items that contain wooden
people. 

FIJ5032

FIJ5031
Wooden people accessory
set of various characters
as pictured. Compatible with
all items that contain wooden
people. 

FIJ5032
Wooden people accessory 
“the family set”.Compatible 
with all items that contain 
wooden people. 

WOODEN PEOPLE SETS
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NEW



IIJ8071

Wooden toy push along train engine and 
passenger carriage. Complete with three 
removable wooden passengers and a train 
driver. Both rooves are removable for easy 
access for small hands.
Pre-Assembled 
L38cm x H13.5cm x D11cm
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IIJ8011

Wooden number matching 
London bus. Match the 
passengers by colour or 
number to their seats. 
With removable roof and 
top floor.
*Right Start toy award winner.
Pre-Assembled 
L22cm x H12cm x D10cm
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IIJ8022

IIJ8023

IIJ8021

Classic set of three wooden 
vehicles. Compatible with 
standard sized wooden 
train track. Painted wood 
with plastic wheels.

Iconic British wooden toy vehicle 
set. Compatible with standard 
sized wooden train track. Painted 
wood with plastic wheels.

Emergency wooden vehicle set. 
Compatible with standard sized 
wooden train track. Painted wood 
with plastic wheels.
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CIJ2041

Retro style three floored parking 
garage with curved ramps.
Complete with working lift, a petrol 
pump, and a repair centre. Includes 
two wooden cars.
Adult assembly required. 
W65cm x H42cm x D51cm
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Attractive colourful first toy 
work bench & teaching clock
Includes twenty five pieces 
with a wooden saw, spanner, 
hammer, screwdriver, a chalk-
board and set square
Adult assembly required. 
W39cm x H78cm x D26cm
to worktop 40cm

KIJ10081

KIJ10082

A wooden toy toolbox for 
imaginative play.
Complete with four tools 
and twenty one pieces.
Includes parts to make a 
small workbench.
Pre-Assembled
L22cm x H19cm x D9.5cm
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KIJ10055

A wooden toy tea set for imaginative 
play. Includes a tea tray, ten tea set 
pieces and three wooden biscuits.
Removable tea pot and sugar bowl lid.  
Tray 27 x 27cm. T-pot H9cm

A wooden toy fourteen 
piece dining set for two.
Complete with two plates, 
two forks, two knives, two 
spoons, two place mats, 
salt and pepper pots and 
two cups.

KIJ10054
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KIJ10051

Retro style play wooden toy kitchen. 
Includes utensils, a cooking pan, 
oven glove and salt and pepper pots. 
Double hob with moving and clicking 
knobs,stainless steel sink. Opening 
oven door and a teaching clock with 
movable hands.
*Right Start toy award winner.
Adult assembly required. 
L22cm x H19cm x D9.5cm
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Large kitchen including three 
utensils and salt and pepper 
pots. Double hob with moving 
and clicking knobs, a Belfast 
style sink. Complete with a 
teaching clock with movable 
hands. 
Adult assembly required. 
L63cm x H71cm x D30cm
to worktop 46.5cm

KIJ10056
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A wooden toy tea set for imaginative 
play. Includes a tea tray, nine tea set 
pieces and two wooden cupcakes. 
Removable tea pot and sugar bowl 
lid.
Tray 27 x 27cm. T-pot H9cm

KIJ10059

A beautifully designed painted 
wooden 5 piece pots ‘n’ pans set 
with retro styling complete with a 
double oven glove, casserole pot, 
roasting tray, pan and utensil. 
Scaled to fit our kitchen range.

KIJ10052
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A wooden toy biscuit 
barrel with removable 
l id, complete with 7 
pretend biscuits.

KIJ10061

JAMM BISCUIT BARREL
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W7.5cm x H10cm x D7.5cm

NEW
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A wooden toy kettle 
with fold down handle 
and removable lid.

Pre-Assembled
L14cm x H14.5cm x D12.5cm

KIJ10063

A wooden toy toaster with pop 
up action. With 2 pieces of 
wooden toast, plate, knife and 
cuttable velcroed together 
butter.

Pre-Assembled
L32cm x H12cm x D11cm

KIJ10062

JAMM TOASTER

JAMM KETTLE
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NEW

NEW



KIJ10021

A wooden dolls pram with 
rubber edged wheels.
Will fit dolls up to 25cm.
D o l l  s h o w n  i n  t h e 
p icture not  inc luded.
Semi-Assembled 
W40cm x H47cm x D26cm 
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A toy high chair perfect for 
sitting a favourite dolly in.
With a fixed sturdy feeding 
tray perfect for placing 
dollies bottles and feeding 
equipment. 
Adult assembly required.
W24cm x H55cm x D21cm
To Seat: H30cm.

KIJ10025

Comes complete with 
a starter mattress, a 
sheet and pillow. Will 
fit dolls up to 35cm. 
Doll  shown in the 
picture not included.
Adult assembly required.
L46.5cm x H35cm x D35cm 
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HEARTS HIGH CHAIR

KIJ10024
HEARTS ROCKING COT
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KIJ10023

This sturdy pram moves pleasantly 
over both carpeted and hard indoor 
surfaces with its rubber edged
wheels. The Heart pram will fit dolls 
up to 25cm.
Semi-Assembled 
W40cm x H47cm x D26cm
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HEARTS PRAM
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